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ABSTRACT: Application of molecular catalyst in artificial photosynthesis is confronted with challenges like rapid deactivation 
due to photodegradation or detrimental aggregation in harsh conditions. In this work, a metal-organic cage [Pd6(RuL3)8]28+ 
(MOC-16), characteristic of a photochemical molecular device (PMD) concurrently integrating eight Ru2+ light-harvesting 
centers and six Pd2+ catalytic centers for efficient homogeneous H2 production, is successfully heterogenized through 
incorporation into a metal-organic framework (MOF) of ZIF-8, and then transformed into a carbonate matrix of 
Znx(MeIm)x(CO3)x (CZIF) to lead to hybridized MOC-16@CZIF. This MOC@MOF integrated photocatalyst inherits the highly 
efficient and directional electron transfer in picosecond domain of MOC-16, and possesses one order increased microsecond 
magnitude of the triplet excited-state electron in comparison to the primitive MOC-16. The carbonate CZIF-matrix endows 
MOC-16@CZIF with water-wettability, serving as proton relay to facilitate proton delivery by virtue of H2O as proton carriers. 
The electron transfer during photocatalytic process is also enhanced by infiltration of sacrificial agent of BIH into CZIF-matrix 
to promote conductivity, owing to its strong reducing ability to induce free charge carriers. These synergistic effects 
contribute to the extra high activity for H2 generation, making the turnover frequency of this heterogeneous MOC-16@CZIF 
photocatalyst maintain a level of ~0.4 H2s-1, increased by 50-fold than homogenous PMD. Meanwhile, it is robust enough to 
tolerate harsh reaction conditions, presenting an unprecedented heterogenization example of homogeneous PMD with MOF-
derived matrix to mimic catalytic feature of nature photosystem, which may shed a light on the design of multifunctional 
PMD@MOF materials to expand plenty of molecular catalysts to practical application in artificial photosynthesis.
INTRODUCTION 
Artificial photosynthesis, taking nature as an example by 
manipulating light-harvesting antennae and catalytic 
centers to fulfil solar-to-fuel conversion directly and 
efficiently, provides an attractive solution for large-scale 
energy storage and usage.1-3 Photochemical molecular 
devices (PMDs), organizing chromophoric photosensitizer, 
catalytic center and electron relay in a molecular level, is 
competent for efficient electron and energy transfer in 
photocatalysis, reminiscent of collaborative and synergistic 
functions in photosystems I and II.4-8 However, the 
development of PMDs for practical applications still faces 
challenges including: (1) proper organization of multiple 
photosensitizing and catalytic centers in one PMD while 
maintaining efficient and directional electron transfer, 
since at least two electrons have to be consumed in H2 
formation, and (2) circumventing the vulnerability of 
molecular catalysts under harsh photocatalytic conditions. 
We have developed a bimetallic [Pd6(RuL3)8]28+ (L = 2-
(pyridin-3-yl)-1H-imidazo [4,5-f][1,10]-phenanthroline) 
metal-organic cage (MOC-16) as a new type of PMDs to 
unify multiple photosensitizing, electron relay and catalytic 
units in a highly symmetrical way to achieve directional and 
independent multichannel electron transfer for efficient H2 
generation;5,9 nevertheless, photodegradation and 
detrimental aggregation of dissociated Pd particles after a 
long-time irradiation is still inevitable in homogenous 
photocatalysis.  
Another strategy of artificial photosynthesis is based on 
heterogeneous catalysts, of which metal-organic 
frameworks (MOFs) with merits of structural regularity and 
synthetic tunability provide a versatile platform to 
hierarchically organize light-harvesting antennae and/or 
catalytic centers by virtue of purposely engineering 
coordination chemical nanospace.10-12 Various molecular 
catalysts and/or photosensitizers have been integrating 
into MOFs as inorganic nodes, organic linkers or included 
guests for water photosplitting,13,14 CO2 photofixation and 
organic photosynthesis.15 For example, by utilizing free 
Ru(bpy)32+ as photosensitizer, Mn-bipyridine or [Fe2S2]  
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Scheme 1. The process to incorporate MOC-16 into ZIF-8 matrix via coordination-assisted secondary assembly followed by 
transforming ZIF-8 structure to CZIF-matrix in the presence of CO2 and water.
 
based catalysts were anchored onto organic linker of UiO-
MOF for proton and CO2 reduction.16,17 Moreover, 
cobaloxime catalyst was incorporated into photo-active 
NH2-MIL-125(Ti),18 Pt-nanoparticles (Pt-NPs) were 
encapsulated into cavities of light-harvesting 
[Ir(ppy)2(bpy)]+-derived UiO-MOF,19 and a molecular Pt2+ 
catalyst and an Ir(III) light-absorber were simultaneously 
embedded in UiO-MOF struts.20 These MOF-derived 
catalysts did show good photoreduction activity compared 
with their homogenous counterparts, as a result of 
promoted electron transfer from guest-to-strut,16,17 strut-
to-guest,18,19 or strut-to-strut,20 but the photoactive centers 
and the catalytic centers in MOFs are still separated in space 
and long distance energy migration/electron hopping is 
challenging due to weak electronic coupling. To overcome 
these problems, an alternative strategy is to integrate a 
PMD as whole, which features close vicinity and 
intramolecular electron transfer between directly bonded 
photosensitizing and reactive centers, into MOF-matrix to 
facilitate efficient electron and/or energy transfers for 
photocatalysis. However, thus far, this type of PMD@MOF 
photocatalysts remain unexplored. Only resembling 
examples for proton reduction were found from porphyrin-
derived MOFs.21,22 
Since the MOC-type PMD takes an advantage to be able to 
unify multiple photosensitizing and catalytic units with 
efficient and directional electron transfer for homogeneous 
photocatalysis,5 we envision that integrating such MOCs 
into an MOF-matrix could, on one hand, inherit the 
distinctive photocatalytic feature and, on the other hand, 
provide a promising strategy to heterogenize PMDs for 
hetereogeneous photocatalysis to tolerate harsh conditions. 
Moreover, the MOC@MOF integration may provide a way to 
adjust electron transfer dynamics via the structural and 
spatial heterogeneity. The microenvironments in MOF-
matrix may also be able to facilitate proton transfer, provide 
local pH buffering, regulate ion transport, stabilize catalytic 
site, and so on, reminiscent of enzymatic-type behaviors.23,  
Herein, we report a heterogenous PMD@MOF 
photocatalyst generated by incorporating MOC-16 into a 
crystalline carbonate Znx(MeIm)x(CO3)x (defined as CZIF) 
matrix which is in-situ derived from ZIF-8 in presence of 
CO2 and water. As expected, the heterogenization imparts 
the embedded MOC-16 PMDs with excellent stability, while 
retaining high-efficient energy and electron transfer. The 
CZIF-matrix also engenders hydrophilic nature for proton 
transfer, and prolongs electron lifetime in excited-states, 
leading to a synergistic effect for 50-fold improvement of 
turnover frequency (TOF) in contrast to homogenous MOC-
16 in photocatalytic H2 generation. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Design strategy. As mentioned above, the synthetic 
methods to incorporate molecular catalysts and/or 
photosensitizers into MOFs have been vigorously explored 
in recent years, including the mixed-ligand multivariate 
approach (MTV), postsynthetic exchange (PSE), sequent 
postsynthetic metalation (PSM),16-18,20,21,24 as well as recent 
Lin`s work by directly incorporating catalyst in the 
secondary building units (SBUs) of photosensitizing 
MOFs.22 These heterogenization approaches are usually 
applicable to molecular catalysts and/or photosensitizers 
with small size. By contrast, MOC-16 comprises eight RuL3 
photosensitizers and six Pd2+ catalytic centers to form huge 
[Pd6(RuL3)8]28
+
 octahedral cage with the diameter of ~3 nm 
and a cavity of 5350 Å3.9 Therefore, the post-modification or 
“ship-in-a-bottle” strategies to introduce MOCs into MOF-
matrix is infeasible as limited by the pore size. Alternatively, 
a “bottle-around-a-ship” strategy, namely, secondary 
assembly of MOF on MOC outside surface, is more prone to 
realize their integration, analogous to our previous 
intercalation of Au25(SG)18 into ZIF-8 scaffolds.25 A synthetic 
process of heterogenizing MOC-16 through coordination-
assisted secondary assembly is illustrated in scheme 1, 
where MOC-16@ZIF-8 precursors are initially grown from 
a mixture of MOC-16, Zn2+ and 2-MeIm subcomponents by
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Figure 1. H2 evolution curves with prolonging irradiation time for MOC-16@CZIF photocatalyst under N2 and CO2 atmosphere. A) 
first cycle run; B) second cycle run; C) third cycle run, and D) accumulated TONs and TOFs based on Pd-center in catalyst durability 
test over 24 h under CO2 atmosphere. TON = n(H2)/n(Pd), TOF = d(TON)/dt. Visible-light ( > 420 nm) irradiating with 100 mW/cm2 
intensity. 
virtue of Zn-N coordination linkage between the imidazole 
rings of MOC-16 and the 2-MeIm ligands. Such MOC-
16@ZIF-8 precursors are apt to aggregate via epitaxial 
growth or oriented attachment, induced by surface 
intension, to lead to crystallization of hybridized 
MOC@MOF.26,27 Since ZIF-8 crystals are known reactive to 
CO2 under moisture or liquid water conditions to cause 
chemical degradation,28 a following in-situ structural 
transformation of ZIF-8 from Zn(MeIm)2 to carbonate 
Zn(MeIm)2Zn(CO3)20.66HMeIM (CZIF) in the presence of 
H2O and CO2 is carried out, finally giving rise to MOC-
16@CZIF. This transformation from ZIF-8 to carbonate CZIF 
has been reported to originate from partial substitution of 
MeIm by CO32- carbonate,28 while the integrated MOC-16 in 
the CZIF scaffold is well retained. 
H2 production. The photocatalytic H2 evolution has been 
evaluated by visible light irradiation ( > 420 nm) in the 
presence of sacrificial agent of 1,3-dimethyl-2-phenyl-2,3-
dihydro-1H-benzimidazole (BIH) in a mixed solvent of H2O 
and MeCN (v/v = 2/3) under N2 or CO2 atmosphere. For the 
pristine MOC-16@ZIF-8 catalyst, only trace H2 is detected 
under N2 atmosphere; however, remarkable H2 evolution is 
observed in the presence of CO2 (Figure S1). The X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) structural characterization of the 
recovered catalyst indicates that ZIF-8 matrix in MOC-
16@ZIF-8 has been simultaneously transformed to CZIF in 
photocatalytic process, which is consistent with the 
literature that ZIF-8 is sensitive to CO2 in H2O 
environment.28 Therefore, prior to photocatalytic reaction, 
the pristine MOC-16@ZIF-8 was changed to MOC-16@CZIF 
to evaluate the H2 generation performance. As shown in 
Figure 1, almost same H2 evolution curves are obtained 
under N2 and CO2 atmosphere for MOC-16@CZIF. The H2 
output after 8 h reaches up to ~32 mmolg-1, corresponding 
to complete consumption of BIH as a one-electron donor. 
The accumulated turnover number (TON) based on Pd-
centers is ~12317 in 8 h, and the instantaneous TOF at 8 h 
is estimated for 0.43 H2 s-1, both of them are far higher than 
homogenous MOC-16 system of 635 (48 h) and 30 H2 h-1 in 
our previous work.5 Table S1 summarizes the H2 generation 
results under various experimental conditions over 8 h 
irradiation, in together with the control experimental 
results. In the absence of MOC-16 or BIH (entries 5 and 6), 
no H2 evolution is detected, confirming that the PMD of 
MOC-16 and sacrificial agent are indispensable for H2 
generation. The light on/off curve further indicates that H2 
evolution is a photochemical process initiated with light 
irradiation (Figure S2). The dosages for the photocatalyst 
and BIH are optimized as shown Figure S3, indicating a 
preferable catalytic condition: 1 mg MOC-16@CZIF 
photocatalyst in 5 mL H2O-MeCN (v/v = 2/3) mixture 
containing 14 mg sacrificial agent of BIH. It should be 
mentioned that only minimal amount of CO and HCOOH is 
detected for MOC-16@CZIF catalyst after 8 h light-
irradiation (Table S1), irrespective of CO2 or N2 atmosphere 
and H2O presence. These results indicate that MOC-
16@CZIF is not competent for CO2 reduction, thereof 
showing high H2 evolution selectivity. It is also noticeable 
that, although a basic solvent mixture of DMSO/H2O with 
TEOA as sacrificial agent is preferred for the homogeneous 
H2 production with MOC-16,5 a slightly acidic reaction 
condition in presence of CO2 is generated (pH ~ 6) in 
present case, which makes BIH as a more suitable sacrificial 
agent in heterogeneous system MOC-16@CZIF. On the 
contrary, with BIH as sacrificial agent without protection of 
CZIF-matrix, the MOC-16 homogenous photocatalyst is apt 
to reduction to black Pd in solution, leading to 
ineffectiveness of H2 evolution (Figure S4). 
To test the catalytic durability of the resulting 
heterogenous MOC-16@CZIF photocatalyst, the sequential 
reaction-cycles (8 h per cycle) were carried out under both 
CO2 and N2 atmosphere. As seen from Figure 1, the 
comparable H2 amount is detected in three cycles under CO2 
atmosphere. By contrast, under N2 atmosphere, H2 
production falls obviously by almost half in the second run 
(Figure 1B) and even less in the third run (Figure 1C), 
although nearly identical H2 evolution is observed in the 
first cycle as that under CO2 atmosphere (Figure 1A). This 
means that the presence of CO2 plays an important role to 
sustain the photocatalytic performance of MOC-16@CZIF. 
Under CO2 atmosphere, the accumulated TON based on Pd-
center in durability test over 24 h approaches ~35000, and 
the instantaneous TOFPd reaches up to ~0.7 s-1 at beginning 
and then maintains at ~0.4 s-1 (Figure 1D).  
Mechanism study. A series of controlled experiments 
have been carried out to unveil photocatalytic nature for H2 
evolution under comparable conditions, as depicted in 
Figure S4. The fragmental analogues of MOC-16, RuL3 and 
PdPy4 (Py = Pyridine), were concomitantly embedded into 
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Figure 2. A) XRD patterns and B) IR spectra of MOC-16@MOF photocatalysts. From top to bottom: a) ZIF-8, b) MOC-16@ZIF-8, c) 
CZIF, d) MOC-16@CZIF, e) recycled MOC-16@CZIF under CO2 atmosphere, f) recycled MOC-16@CZIF under N2 atmosphere and g) 
MOC-16.  
ZIF-8 matrix to give (RuL3+PdPy4)@ZIF-8, or separately 
incorporated into ZIF-8 matrix in combination with 
homogeneous PdPy4 and RuL3 to lead to PdPy4@ZIF-
8+RuL3 and RuL3@ZIF-8+PdPy4 systems, respectively. It is 
found that, under CO2 atmosphere, when catalytic PdPy4 is 
embedded in MOF-matrix, H2 generation is achieved, no 
matter photosensitizer RuL3 is homogeneously dissolved 
into solvent or heterogeneously embedded into matrix, but 
lower than half amount of MOC-16@CZIF. For sample of 
RuL3@matrix combining homogenous PdPy4, no H2 
evolution is detected. In addition, once MOC-16@CZIF is 
treated with NaBH4 to reduce Pd2+ to Pd0 (verified by XPS in 
Figure S5), negligible H2 is detectable in 8 h irradiation. 
These control experimental results verify that integration 
of whole MOC-16 as a PMD unit comprising both 
photosensitizing RuL3 and catalytic PdPy4 fragments is 
indispensable for the high activity of H2 evolution. The 
intact MOC-16 structure integrated inside carbonate CZIF 
has also been confirmed by 1H NMR measurement (Figure 
S5), where a set of proton peaks belonging to MOC-16 is 
detected after digesting MOC-16@CZIF. 
XRD and Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were 
carried out to characterize structure of heterogenous 
MOC@MOF catalysts before and after photocatalysis. As 
shown in Figure 2A, the XRD pattern of synthesized ZIF-8 
matches well with literature result.29,30 After encapsulating 
MOC-16 into ZIF-8, the diffraction patterns keep salient and 
unchanged, indicating good crystallinity of ZIF-8 matrix 
after integration. The structure transformation of ZIF-8 
when treated with H2O and CO2 is evident from the well 
matching profile with the known carbonate CZIF,28 which is 
reported to arise from partial substitution of MeIm by CO32-. 
Similarly, when treating MOC-16@ZIF-8 hybrid with H2O 
and CO2, the structural conversion to MOC-16@CZIF is 
convincing from the identical XRD patterns with CZIF. The 
recycled MOC-16@CZIF catalyst under CO2 atmosphere 
retains CZIF-matrix. By contrast, the recycled catalyst under 
N2 atmosphere degrades to a mixture of ZIF-8 and ZnO 
(#36-1451), suggesting dissociation of CO32- from CZIF-
matrix in the absence of CO2 feeding. This finding indicates 
that CO2 is demanding to maintain Znx(MeIm)x(CO3)x 
structure. Furthermore, when comparing ZIF-8 with CZIF, 
or, MOC-16@ZIF-8 with MOC-16@CZIF, obvious variations 
of IR spectra at 750-850, 1000-1100 and 1300-1650 cm-1 
regions are observed (Figure 2B), which are related to 
carbonate in CZIF as summarized in Table S2. For recycled 
MOC-16@CZIF-8 under CO2 atmosphere, IR bands are 
analogous to those of MOC-16@CZIF, in contrast, recycled 
MOC-16@CZIF-8 under N2 atmosphere shows 
characteristic IR bands of ZIF-8. These results unveil that 
CZIF-matrix remains intact in CO2 atmosphere but degrades 
back to ZIF-8 in N2 atmosphere without CO2 supplement 
during photocatalysis. The IR signals relating to MOC-16 
(Figure 2B-g) become featureless in MOC-16@MOF 
samples due to low content of MOC-16, overwhelmed by 
strong vibrations of 2-MeIm and CO32-. 
In order to discern distribution of MOC-16 in 
heterogeneous photocatalysis, aberration corrected high-
angle annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission 
electron microscopy (STEM) imaging and energy-
dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy element mapping 
were performed. Figure 3 gives representative HAADF-
STEM images and element maps of MOC-16@ZIF-8 and 
MOC-16@CZIF. From the element distribution of MOC-
16@ZIF-8, we can clearly see that both Ru and Pd atoms are 
homogenously scattered in ZIF-8 matrix (Figure 3g-h) with 
lower density than Zn, C and N elements (Figure 3b-c, 3f), 
which verifies that MOC-16 is uniformly encapsulated in the 
whole ZIF-8 matrix. Similar uniform distribution of Ru and 
Pd elements (Figure 3g’-h’) in CZIF matrix is observed for 
MOC-16@CZIF. Therefore, the structural transformation 
from ZIF-8 to CZIF does not disturb the integrated MOC-16 
in MOF-matrix. On the other hand, the obvious density-
increase of O elements in MOC-16@CZIF (Figure 3d’) in 
contrast to original MOC-16@ZIF-8 (Figure 3d) is evident, 
in accordance with appearance of CO32- carbonate which is 
also homogenously dispersed in CZIF-matrix. However, 
after photocatalytic reaction under N2 atmosphere, the 
recycled MOC-16@CZIF samples display morphology 
deterioration obviously (Figure S6), in agreement with the 
formation of ZnO/ZIF-8 conglomerates with much loose 
distribution of corresponding elements. 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) shown in Figure 
4 were further carried out to monitor chemical states of Pd 
and Ru elements in heterogenous MOC@MOF before and 
after photocatalytic reaction, together with that of MOC-16 
for comparison. The binding energy (BE) is calibrated to 
adventitious carbon C 1s peak at 284.8 eV, and summarized 
in Table S3. Although Ru 3d overlaps with C 1s in Figure 4A, 
Ru 3d5/2 at ~280.8 eV (Figure 4B) can be discerned in all 
samples, which is consistent with Ru2+ oxidation state.31 
Negligible variety of this peak in four samples indicates that  
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 Figure 3. HAADF-STEM images (a, a’, e, e’) and corresponding elemental maps (b-d, b’-d’, f-h, f’-h’) of a-h) MOC-16@ZIF-8 and a’-h’) 
MOC-16@CZIF.  
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Figure 4. XPS spectra of A) Ru 3d/C 1s, B) Ru 3d5/2, C) C1s and D) Pd 3d in a) MOC-16, b) MOC-16@ZIF-8, c) MOC-16@CZIF and d) 
recycled MOC-16@CZIF under CO2 atmosphere. Inset in A) is enlarged parts in regions of 282~278 and 292~288 eV.
Ru2+ oxidation state is sustained both in incorporation and 
photocatalysis processes. Additional peak of C 1s at 289.6 
eV (Figure 4C) relating to CO32- is observed in MOC-
16@CZIF and recycled sample,32 which further proves CO32- 
nature in CZIF-matrix. In Figure 4D, double peaks of Pd 
corresponding to 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 are observed for all 
samples. When comparing binding energy, we can find that 
3d5/2 peak is shifted from 338.4 to 337.4 eV when 
incorporating MOC-16 into matrix. It is still higher than 
binding energy of metallic Pd (~335 eV),33 indicating that 
Pd2+ species is maintained. This 1 eV shift should relate to 
variation of chemical environment as MOC-16 is 
surrounded by CZIF-matrix.  
Steady-state absorption and emission spectra are 
effective techniques to characterize electron structure of 
heterogenous MOC@MOF catalysts. As shown in Figure 5, 
the absorption spectra of MOC-16 in condensed state 
(Figure 5A) show two bands at about 280-350 and 400-550 
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Figure 5. A) UV-visible absorption spectra, B) fluorescence spectra and C) time-resolved emission decay at 634 nm of a) MOC-16, b) 
MOC-16@ZIF-8, c) MOC-16@CZIF, d) recycled MOC-16@CZIF under CO2 atmosphere, and e) recycled MOC-16@CZIF under N2 
atmosphere. Insert in A) shows UV-visible absorption spectrum of MOC-16 dissolved in H2O solvent. 
nm, originated from intra-ligand -* transition and metal-
to-ligand charge transfer (1MLCT of PhenRu), 
respectively.5 When embedding MOC-16 into ZIF-8 matrix, 
the first band in UV region is narrowed around 290 nm and 
the second band in visible region is red-shifted from 465 to 
485 nm, which is similar to spectra profile of MOC-16 
dissolved in H2O solvent (inset in Figure 5A). This may 
indicate that the encapsulation of MOC-16 into MOF-matrix 
is analogue to the dissolution of MOC-16 into solvent 
environment. For MOC-16@CZIF before and after 
photocatalytic reaction in CO2 atmosphere, their absorption 
spectra are similar with those of MOC-16@ZIF-8. However, 
for the recycled MOC-16@CZIF after reaction in N2 
atmosphere, the characteristic bands of MOC-16 are 
replaced by a sharp band-edge absorption of ZnO at about 
380 nm along with a tailing peak till 650 nm, in line with the 
structure degradation of MOC-16@CZIF to a mixture of ZnO 
and ZIF-8 as revealed by XRD result (Figure 2A-f). In the 
emission spectra (Figure 5B), a luminescence band 
centered around 634 nm, relating to Ru(Phen)3-centred 
triplet 3MLCT (metal-ligand charge transfer) state,5 is 
observed for all three samples of MOC-16@ZIF-8, MOC-
16@CZIF and recycled MOC-16@CZIF under CO2 
atmosphere. Compared with condensed state MOC-16, this 
band is red-shifted several nanometers due to the 
integration of MOC-16 into MOF-matrix. In contrast, the 
recycled MOC-16@CZIF under N2 atmosphere displays no 
luminescence band in the same measurement condition. 
These absorption and emission spectral results indicate 
that incorporation of MOC-16 into MOF-matrix does not 
remarkably alter its ground-state spectroscopic property, 
only slightly perturbing the energy gap between the lowest 
excited-state and ground-state. For the recycled MOC-
16@CZIF after reaction in N2, disappearance of absorption 
and emission bands belonging to MOC-16 implies that, 
along with degradation of CZIF-matrix, the embedded MOC-
16 is released from the matrix into solvent, which is in 
accordance with a color change from original orange to 
nearly gray (Figure S7). This observation accounts for the 
reason that photocatalytic activity of MOC-16@CZIF is 
dramatically decreased after the first cycle under N2 
atmosphere (Figure 1B). 
To understand how the high efficiency of MOC-16 as a 
PMD with multichannel directional electron transfer5 is 
influenced by the MOF-matrix owing to the structural and 
spatial heterogeneity underlying the interface between 
MOC-16 and MOF-matrix, the multi-step-relaxation 
processes of MOC-16, involving intersystem crossing (ISC) 
from 1MLCT to 3MLCT, intraligand charge-transfer (ILCT), 
ligand-to-metal charge-transfer (LMCT), were investigated 
by femtosecond transient absorption spectra (Figure S8). 
The transient absorption of MOC-16@ZIF-8 features in a 
broad excited-state absorption (ESA) in 530–730 nm region 
accompanied by a ground-state bleaching (GSB) centered 
around 490 nm, resembling that of MOC-16 dissolved in 
DMSO.5 For MOC-16@CZIF, a similar GSB profile centered 
at 490 nm is observed. The characteristic time constants of 
both MOC-16@ZIF-8 and MOC-16@CZIF obtained through 
a global analysis are summarized in Table S4. It is clear that 
the ISC and ILCT processes occur in a comparable 
picoseconds time scale with that of MOC-16, although the 
following LMCT process is slightly sluggish than MOC-16 
(535, 630 vs. 122 ps). These results reveal that the dynamics 
of electron transfer in picosecond domain is not 
significantly affected when MOC-16 is encapsulated in MOF-
matrix, in consistent with the steady-state absorption and 
emission spectral measurements. Therefore, the efficient 
and multichannel directional electron transfer from the 
photosensitizing centers to catalytic centers, characteristic 
of MOC-type PMD, are well inherited for MOC-16@MOF. On 
the contrary, the triplet excited-state in nanosecond domain 
is found to be extremely sensitive to MOF-matrix. Figure 5C 
shows emission decay curves monitored at maximum 
emission wavelength, which are analyzed by double 
exponential fitting to average lifetimes (Table S5). It turns 
out that encapsulating MOC-16 into ZIF-8 matrix causes an 
increase of the average lifetime relating to excited 3MLCT 
state from 175 to 413 ns. When transforming matrix 
structure from ZIF-8 to carbonate CZIF, a further increase 
to 1103 ns is achieved. Similar prolonging emission lifetime 
of 3MLCT state was also observed by Lin et al. when doping 
[IrIII(ppy)2(bpy)]+ into rigid MOF framework.19 In our case, 
significant elongation of lifetime may be attributable to 
inhibition of the non-radiative vibrational relaxation, a 
competing loss channel with radiative luminescence from 
3MLCT excited-state to ground state, after incorporating 
MOC-16 into the rigid MOF-matrix. Transformation of ZIF-8 
matrix to carbonate CZIF may further consolidate MOC-16 
owing to stronger coordination between Zn2+ and CO32- 
anions, thus the long-lived 3MLCT excited states 
consequently benefits the photocatalytic process owing to 
MOC-16 heterogenization. 
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Another important factor to influence the proton 
reduction by heterogeneous catalyst is the capability of 
proton conductivity, as we know, in nature, precisely 
controlled delivery of protons is critical in hydrogenase 
enzymes that catalyze H2 production.34 ZIF-8 is well known 
hydrophobic, 35-37,38 thereof unfavorable to H2 generation. 
However, when transformed to carbonate CZIF, the MOF-
matrix is expected to turn hydrophilic. This is testified by 
the static contact angle measurements of the surface 
wettability (Figure S9). MOC-16@ZIF-8 shows strong 
hydrophobicity with a contact angle of ~139o. By contrast, 
MOC-16@CZIF is totally water-wettable with zero contact 
angle (Figure S9), evidently due to its carbonate nature. It 
was also reported that aquo- and hydroxo-rich MOF nodes 
could act as proton-relaying to facilitate local proton 
delivery and/or long-range proton transport.39 Based on 
the superhydrophilic feature, it is supposed that CO32- in 
CZIF-matrix may function as proton relay to manipulate the 
local chemical environment of confined MOC-16, and 
guarantees sufficient proximity between proton and 
catalytic sites to interact with each other for chemical 
reactions. This may be the pivot point explaining why 
hydrophobic ZIF-8 matrix does not work on H2 evolution 
but CZIF-matrix is efficient.  
In order to explore the role of H2O molecules in 
photocatalysis, several control experiments with different 
solvents were performed and summarized in Table S1. In 
the absence of H2O, only trace H2 is detected (entries 7 and 
8) with BIH as sacrificial agent under both N2 and CO2 
atmosphere, which suggests that H2O is indispensable for 
H2 generation. Considering the wettability of CZIF-matrix, it 
is speculated that water serves as proton carriers to 
construct hydrogen bonded networks for proton transfer. 
Further evidence comes from the control experiment 
utilizing pure H2O as photocatalytic media, where BIH is 
undissolved and emulsified together with MOC-16@CZIF 
catalyst. H2 evolution is still detected under CO2 atmosphere 
(entry 9) but minimized under N2 atmosphere (entry 10). 
Taking the CZIF-matrix degradation in absence of CO2 
feeding into consideration, it is deduced that protons 
transfer stems from formation of aqueous carbonic acid 
under CO2 atmosphere. Considering the pH value of 
reaction solution is approximate to 6 under CO2 atmosphere, 
another control experiment under N2 atmosphere is carried 
out to clarify the pH effect, where solution pH is adjusted by 
acetic acid to 6 with other conditions equivalent. A 
significantly low H2 evolution is detected (entry 11), 
revealing the imperative role of CO2 for protons transfer 
beyond pH regulation. It is worthy of noting that, acid 
conditions except for CO2 mediation will cause dissociation 
of CZIF-matrix. 
In addition to proton transfer, electrical conductivity is 
also important for heterogeneous photocatalysis 
concerning electron mobility. The linear I-V characteristics 
of MOC-16@ZIF-8 exhibits conductivity at the magnitude of 
~10−10 S/cm, comparable with that of MOC-16@CZIF 
(Figure S10, Table S6). Interestingly, when infiltrating 
sacrificial agent of BIH onto heterogeneous MOC-16@MOF 
catalysts, the current is significantly enhanced with 
conductivity increasing by one order of magnitude to ~10−9 
S/cm, of which MOC-16@CZIF displays triple-fold 
conductivity compared with MOC-16@ZIF-8 (3.23 x 10−9 vs. 
1.06 x 10−9 S/cm). It had been reported that the redox-
active guest molecules are effective to improve conductivity 
of a host material.40,41 In this case, BIH may behave as an 
electron donor with sufficient reducing power in solution 
and solid state, thus inducing free charge carriers within 
heterogenous MOC-16@MOF catalysts via charge-transfer 
interaction to promote conductivity. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, an MOC-16 based PMD with well-organized 
multiple photosensitizers and catalyzers has been 
successfully incorporated into an MOF-matrix via a 
coordination-assisted secondary assembly process 
followed by in-situ transformation into carbonate CZIF-
matrix. The rigid CZIF-matrix isolates MOC-16 PMDs from 
each other in coordination interspace while maintaining 
their effective photophysical and photochemical features. 
This heterogenized MOC-16@CZIF photocatalyst can 
survive in ambient reaction condition in the presence of 
H2O and CO2, preventing catalyst from deactivation and 
degradation. Moreover, synergistic effect is endowed for 
such MOC@MOF via structural hetereogenity, which 
renders long-lived excited-state electron in MOC-16 to 
microsecond order of magnitude. The hydrophilic character 
of CO32- in CZIF-matrix assists in proton delivery to 
proximal catalytic sites, utilizing H2O as proton carriers. The 
local electron mobility is also boosted by reducing BIH 
acting as charge carriers, favorable for efficient H2 
production. Therefore, the integrated MOC-16@CZIF 
photocatalyst in this work presents a unique example to 
combine homogeneous PMDs with MOF-derived materials, 
giving rise to a heterogenization approach to incorporate 
molecular catalysts into MOF-matrix to engender 
appropriate microenvironment to mimic structural and 
functional features of nature photosystem, and circumvent 
the intrinsic vulnerability of molecular photocatalyts to 
achieve efficient and practical photo-conversion. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
Synthesis of MOC-16@ZIF-8: Sample was prepared by a 
procedure similar to that described for ZIF-8. The 
encapsulation of MOC-16 into ZIF-8 matrix was carried out 
by mixing a certain volume of pristine MOC-16 solution 
with 100 L Zn(NO3)2 aqueous solution (0.01462 g，0.05 
mol/L). After ultrasonic dispersion for 30 min, the mixture 
was rapidly injected into 1 mL MeIm aqueous solution 
(0.2838 g, 3.5 mol/L) with a molar ratio of Zn2+ to MeIm 
being 1:70 under vigorous stirring. After a 30 min reaction, 
the resulting precipitate was centrifuged, washed, and 
vacuum dried at 50 °C to get orange powder. 
Synthesis of MOC-16@CZIF: 200 mg MOC-16@ZIF-8 
powder was dispersed in 1.5 mL deionized (DI) water 
under vigorous stirring, then sealing into a 40 mL glass vial 
with bubbling CO2 continuously. After stirring for 2 h at 
room temperature, the product was collected by 
centrifuging, washed with DMSO, MeCN and DI water for 
several times, and then vacuum dried at 65 °C for 48 h. CZIF 
was obtained in a similar way. The noble metal contents of 
Pd and Ru were quantitated with inductively coupled 
plasma-atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) as 0.03 
and 0.04 wt%, respectively.  
Photocatalytic proton reduction: Hydrogen production 
experiments were carried out using a 40 mL closed glass 
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vial with magnetic stirring. The amount of produced H2 was 
analyzed using an off-line gas chromatography (FuLi 
Analytical Instrument Co., Ltd, GC9790 plus) equipped with 
a thermal conductivity detector and a N2 carrier. Typically, 
1 mg powder sample was suspended in 5 mL mixed solvent 
of H2O and MeCN (v/v = 2/3) in the presence of 14 mg 
sacrificial agent of 1,3-dimethyl-2-phenyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-
benzimidazole (BIH). The light source was a 300 W Xe lamp 
(PLS-SXE-300C, Beijing Perfect light) supplying the visible 
light ( > 420 nm) by using a 420 nm cut-off filter. In recycle 
experiment, BIH solid powder was directly added into the 
previous reaction solution to restart the following cycles. 
Transient absorption measurement: It was performed 
by equipping a regeneratively amplified Ti:Sapphire laser 
source (Coherent Legend, 800 nm, 150 fs, 5 mJ per pulse, 
and 1 kHz repetition rate) and Helios (Ultrafast Systems 
LLC) spectrometers. Portion of the 800 nm output (75%) 
pulse was frequency-doubled in a BaB2O4 (BBO) crystal, 
which could generate 400 nm pump light, meanwhile the 
remaining portion of the output was concentrated into a 
sapphire window to produce white light continuum (420-
780 nm) probe light. The 400 nm pump beam was formed 
from part of the 800 nm output pulse from the amplifier and 
its power was adjusted by a range of neutral-density filters. 
The pump beam was focused at the sample with a beam 
waist of about ∼360 μm and the power intensity was fixed 
at 14 μJ cm-2. A mechanical chopper was employed to 
modulate the pump repetition frequency to 1/2 the probe 
repetition rate. The probe pulse was recorded using a fiber 
optics-coupled multichannel spectrometer and the optical 
path in samples was 5 mm. 
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